Supporting your child’s learning:

Principal: Mr Mark Dalton
Contact: Mrs Jayne Hooper, PA to the Principal, 0121 446 1311
Vice Principal [Outcomes]: Mrs E Clewlow
Contact: Mrs Tracey Leach, PA to Senior Vice Principal, 0121 446
1313 Email: info@stalbansacademy.org
If there are any queries, please contact the staff below through reception.
Reception: 0121 446 1300

If ...

The Spirit of our Academy
(You can do it)

If you think you are beaten, you are.
If you think you dare not, you don’t.
If you’d like to win, but you think you can’t,
It’s almost certain you won’t.
If you think you’ll lose, you’ve lost.
For out of the world we find
Success begins with a person’s will –
It’s all in the state of mind.
If you think you’re outclassed you are.
You’ve got to think high to rise.
You’ve got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win a prize.
Life’s battles don’t always go
To the stronger or faster man;
But sooner or later the one who wins
Is the one who THINKS he can.
ANONYMOUS

Year 11 Handbook
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Who can help at St Alban’s Academy?
WE ARE WORKING TOGETHER TO SUPPORT YOUR CHILD
Senior Vice Principal (Outcomes) Ms E Clewlow
Director of Data & Assessment Ms S Mason
Year 11 Achievement & Progress Mr H Singh
Year 11 Pastoral Manager
Ms T Southall
SENCO
Ms R Wheeler
Head of English
Ms R Ritchie
Head of Maths
Mr K Patten
Head of Science
Mr D Gallanders
Head of Technology
Ms K Qureshi
Head of Computer Science
Mr J Bradbury
Head of RE
Ms R Shaheen
Head of History
Ms G Farrington
Head of MFL
Ms R Matthews
Head of Art
Ms E Moore
Head of Music
Mr D Harris
Head of PE
Ms N Tranter & Mr G Faulconbridge
Year 11 House Tutors
Mr K Patten
Ms R Richie
Ms E Moore
Mr J Bradbury
Dr S George

11Boulton1
11 Boulton2
11Murdoch3
11Murdoch4
11Watt5

Key dates 2019 - 2020

Autumn Term 2019
Term Starts: Wednesday 4th September 2019 for Years 7 and 12 only.
Years 8,9,10,11 and 13 will return on Thursday 5th September 2019.
Half Term: Monday 28 October 2019 to Friday 1 November 2019
Term Ends: Friday 20 December 2019
Spring Term 2020
Term Starts: Wednesday 8 January 2020
Half Term: Monday 17 February 2020 to Friday 21 February 2020
Term Ends: Friday 3 April 2020
Summer Term 2020
Term Starts: Wednesday 22 April 2020
Half Term: Monday 25 May 2020 to Friday 29 May 2020
Term Ends: Monday 20 July 2020
GCSE season starts:

May 2020

Staff training days (academy closed to students):
13th December 2019
6th and 7thth January 2020
14th February
20th and 21st April 2020
3rd July
Year 11 Handbook

If there is any doubt concerning whether
the academy is open (e.g. in the event of
heavy snow) parents and students are
reminded to check the academy website
www.arkstalbans.org , Twitter:
@ArkStAlbans or one of the local radio
stations (Heart FM, BRMB, Radio WM).
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The Academy Day
Monday - Thursday
07:30 - Academy opens for breakfast club
08:25 - Lesson 1
09:20 - Lesson 2
10:15 - Lesson 3
Break
11:25 - Lesson 4
12:20 - Lesson 5
Lunch
13:45 - Lesson 6
14:40 - Form time
15:00 - End of day (after school activities begin)
Friday
07:30 - Academy opens for breakfast club
08:25 - Lesson 1
09:20 - Lesson 2
10:15 – Lesson 3
Break
11:25 - Lesson 4
12:20 - Lesson 5
Lunch
13:45 - Form time (personal development)
14:20 - End of day

Year 11 Handbook
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How parents can help
Be on time and ready to learn
• It may sound obvious, but getting them ready for the academy day is really important: the correct
uniform, PE kit, books, pencil case etc; making breakfast and (if required) a packed lunch. By dropping
them off at the academy gates, if you can, you are showing that you place importance on their academy life.
Your child will pick up on this. Arrive no later than 08.25. Attendance has a significant effect on
achievement: ensure your child attends 100% of the time.
Praise
• A little bit of praise from Mum or Dad can do wonders for your child’s motivation to learn and do well at
the academy. Keep an eye on the planners and assessment periods and check on your child’s progress.
• It is important to maintain your focus on their schoolwork and other activities, and stay in touch with their
teachers so any problems can be identified early on.
• Use this booklet to keep an eye on what the class topic is for the term.
• The same applies to extended day clubs. It is also worth making an effort to read our parent newsletters and,
if you can, taking time-off for attending school events – concerts, parents evenings, information evenings and
so on. They are all advertised in the newsletter.
Reading Together
• One of the biggest contributions you can make to your child’s educational and personal development is to
read books with them regularly. Most children love bedtime stories, giving you the chance to point out words.
Mr McInally, the academy librarian, can offer guidance as to good novels to choose.
• If your child is not confident then read to them and discuss the plot, characters, what might happen next etc.
After a while, encourage your child to read passages and then alternate pages, so that you are both reading
to each other.
Independent Study, Homework & Student Planners
• Make a point of helping with homework and supervising it when they can manage alone
• This may mean no more than explaining things (internet research, for example), but can also involve testing
them on spelling or their times tables. Always check their planner: make this a daily routine.
• Put a copy of their timetable for independent study/homework and check what they are doing
Join the Parent’s Group
• Another option for getting more involved in your child’s education is to join the academy’s Parent Group
which will give you a better understanding of how St Alban’s works and gives you the chance to get to know
other parents. You may even think about becoming an academy governor: vacancies come up throughout the
year and are advertised in the Parent Newsletter. And, of course, attend Parents Meetings and other events to
support your child’s learning.
Talk to your child: talking to you about their learning will help.
• Encourage your child to attend revision classes.
• Encourage your child to use a variety of appropriate revision methods and equipment eg highlighter pens,
tape recordings, post-it notes. Discuss with them how these methods work, and help them choose the best
one for their learning style.
• Buy one of the revision guides from school and discuss it with your child.
• Get your child to ‘teach’ you something, as research shows that while we learn only 10% of what we read, we
learn 95% of what we teach to someone else.
• When your child is revising, encourage them to drink water and take regular breaks.
We learn only 10% of what we; read but we learn 95% of what; we teach to someone else.
Year 11 Handbook
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New GCSE Grading Structure
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Aiming High, Increasing Opportunities

What do GCSE grades mean?

9/
A*
8/7A
6/B
5/4
C

Reducing Opportunities

3/D

2/E

Distinction level
Students at this level have highly developed skills in:
• Thinking critically
• Research and analysis
• Study techniques
• Team working
Outstanding preparation for A level. Excellent preparation for university and degree
level in the future. The top 5% nationally!
Excellent preparation for A Level
Good preparation for A level – minimum requirement for studying A level at Ark St
Alban’s Academy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good knowledge and understanding of a subject
Ability to perform a variety of tasks with some guidance and supervision
Appropriate for many job roles
Grades A* - C are at National Framework level 2
5 A* - C with English and Maths will qualify a student for A level courses at
college or level 3 course at Ark St Albans
Grey shaded areas covers the grades that are generally considered as ‘pass
grades’ by employers
Basic knowledge and skills
Ability to apply learning with guidance or supervision
Grades D – G are at National Framework level 1
4 ‘D grades’ will qualify a student for vocational courses with a good reference
from Ark St Alban’s Academy at Btec Intermediate Level

An E, F or G grade is still a pass although a weak pass. Students at this level should
find out what they are good at in terms of skills or talents and try to get onto a college
course. It is highly recommended that the student finds a college where retaking
English and Maths are options.
Find out where you went wrong before so you don’t make the same mistakes again
and can pass the GCSE.

2/F

Grades at this level with a good reference from Ark St Alban’s Academy will qualify a
student for vocational courses at Btec Foundation Level (Level 1)

1/G
U
X
Year 11 Handbook

Ungraded. No proven knowledge or ability. There may be entry level courses you
could do at college with a good reference from Ark St Alban’s Academy.
Not present for the exam or part of the exam (e.g. key elements such as coursework
are missing and, therefore, a mark could not be awarded. Students here need a
GLOWING reference from Ark St Alban’s Academy
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What you need to know about attendance and punctuality
Research has found out that students who attend school regularly and are on time have a much higher chance of
doing well at the academy. So what is ‘good’ attendance?
Would you be satisfied with your child attending the academy for 90% of the time?
What would this mean?
That your child might miss the academy for:
1 day every two weeks – would that be ok?
This is the same as half a day every week or 4 WHOLE WEEKS in an academy year!!
What could this mean for your child?
Sometimes we miss school because we are ill, this can’t be helped.
However it is very important that your child attends the academy as regularly as possible.
If your child is ill and/or unable to attend the academy:
• Contact Mrs Begg on each day of your child’s non-attendance at the academy reception on 0121 446 1347
• Once your child is able to return to the academy ensure they have a note to explain the reason for absence.
This is given to Mrs Begg. A phone call is not sufficient; we need to receive written confirmation of reason for
absence;
• Absence without an explanation is regarded as unauthorised absence and is followed up by the attendance
officer : expect a call home.

Year 11 Handbook
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Presenting work correctly
You write C/W here if it is
classwork or H/W if it is
homework and it is
underlined

There is always a title
written in title case and
it is underlined

C/W

The date is written in
the right hand corner
and underlined

10th September 2015

Presentation Really Matters

Use a ruler to rule off
your completed work

When you complete any work at the academy it is always important to present it properly. It makes your work look
good and helps you to organise your exercise books: this is particularly helpful as it supports your revision before
your exams.
Exercise books/folders must not have graffiti/drawings on the cover. Always follow the guidance above,
underlining headings with a ruler. At St Alban’s Academy we believe that you should take pride in your work and
always do your best.
Developing skills of organisation, drafting, refining and re-writing will benefit you personally and speed up your
learning progress. These skills will create a positive impression of you as a student. Make sure that you understand the
learning objectives every lesson. Your teacher will mark your work at least once every two weeks. Read their
comments carefully and act upon them. They will help you to reach the next level.

Year 11 Handbook
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Good learning habits
Your child will be given their timetable on the first day of term. It will be written into their planner. You will also
receive a booklet showing when your child has homework for various subjects.
These are some tips to help ease your child into this routine:
•
•
•

Make a copy of your child’s timetable, keep it on display so that you and your child can refer to it;
Encourage your child to check the timetable each evening to prepare for the next day. It is also a good idea to
check the timetable at the weekend to plan ahead for equipment etc;
Get your child a watch.

Your child will be using a greater range of books and equipment. Help your child organise their work space so they
have access to a space on a table, good light and storage for books. Equip them with the tools they need for school
and home for example:
Pencils, pens, rubber, sharpener, crayons, felt pens, ruler, maths equipment (protractor, compass, set square
and calculator), dictionary, sellotape, glue, paper, plastic wallets, folders).
The Independent Learning Timetable for your child is a separate booklet. We regard independent learning (homework)
as an essential part of the planned learning and are an important part of their development as an independent learner.
To help your child prepare for any homework try some of these suggestions:
•

•
•
•

Agree a routine for homework with your child. You might agree to start homework after a short break on
return from school so that the evening is left free or you might agree the other activities/TV that will need to
be planned around homework.
Be available to help establish routines and to support but don’t ‘do it for them’;
Try to ensure that homework is done on the night to prevent build up!
Look at the planner each week to check homework and messages and sign it; know how long your child
should be spending on learning each night; take an interest in the comments.

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE English Language (8700) & Literature (8701)
Exam Board:

AQA
Term

Autumn

Programme
of Study:

Autumn

English Language

Revision
English Language Paper 1

English Literature
English Literature Paper 2: Section
B Poetry
Conflict

Revision
English Language Paper 1:

Spring

Revision
English Language Paper 1 & 2

Spring 2

Revision
English Language Paper 1 & 2

English Literature Paper 2
Revision Section A:
An Inspector Calls
Revision
English Literature
Paper 2 & 1
Based on results from mock
exams
Revision

Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:

Year 11 Handbook

York Notes “An Inspector Calls”
Workbook for “An Inspector Calls”
York Notes “Macbeth”
Workbook for “Macbeth”
York Notes “Power and Conflict” Poetry guide
York Notes “Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde”
Workbook for “Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde”
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York Notes “AQA English Language and Literature Revision”
CGP AQA Poetry Guide “Power and Conflict”
1.

You can purchase the above revision guides to give you the edge (this will only
work if you read them!) but there is also a wealth of knowledge on BBC Bitesize for
the poetry. You can ask your teacher for advice about where else you can go for
further information.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/z4nc87h

BBC Bitesize - GCSE English Literature - Poetry
www.bbc.co.uk
GCSE English Literature Poetry learning resources for adults, children, parents and

teachers.
2. For each of your Literature texts ('Macbeth', 'An Inspector Calls' and 'Jekyll and
Hyde') you need learn at least 15 key quotations off by heart, which could apply to a wide
range of questions. You should also know a range of quotations for each of your 15 'Power
and Conflict' poems.
3. You should be learning the information on your Knowledge Organisers off by heart; this
will cover the basics for you.
4. Learn the timings for every question on every paper off by heart, and practise writing to
time as much as you can.
5. For your plays and novel, you need to know what the main events are, and the order in
which they occur off by heart. For your poetry, you need to know which poems
6. Above all: attend every lesson; pay attention in the classroom; complete any written work
to the very best of your ability; act quickly on your teacher's feedback. These simple
steps will help you enormously!

Year 11 Handbook
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AO’s
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GCSE Mathematics (1MA1)
Exam Board:

Edexcel
Year 11 - Higher
Autumn 1 Inequalities and formula Graphs and equations Simultaneous equations
Quadratics
Autumn 2 Quadratics Area and volume Line and scatter graphs Indices Standard form

Programme
of Study:

Exam
Assessment
Information:

Spring 1 Surds Similar shapes Direct and inverse proportion probability
Spring 2 Probability Pythagoras and trigs Trigonometry (non right angle_ Vectors
Transformation Algebraic fractions
Summer 1 Proof Circle geometry
Year 11 - Foundation
Autumn 1 Numbers properties including simple indices Decimals Rounding and
estimation Fractions Percentages Ratio and proportion
Autumn 2 Forming algebraic expressions Substitution Linear graphing Simplifying and
expanding Forming and solving equations Inequalities Linear sequences
Spring 1 Perimeter and area of rectilinear Area and circumference of a circle Surface
area and volume of prisms Angles
Spring 2 Angles in quadrilaterals Angles in polygons Bearing Construction
Transformation
100% exam – 3 papers
Paper 1 is a non-calculator assessment and a calculator is allowed for Paper 2
and Paper 3.
● Each paper is 1 hour and 30 minutes long.
● Each paper has 80 marks
Maths is a practical subject (like PE) and the only way to effectively revise and get better at it
is to practice doing it - reading notes and looking at examples is not effective; therefore to
practise questions use:
1. Maths Watch from the Portal - Public Drive- Subjects- Maths- Maths watch (Higher or
Foundation).
Alternatively ask for a Maths Watch CD from your teacher. (Y11)

Top Tips:

2. www.mymaths.co.uk
Login:
Password:
There are also personal logins for students from their Maths teachers but you don’t need
this to be able to use the website to revise. That login is only necessary in order to access
work that has been specifically set by your teacher.
3. Revision Guides/ workbooks that may be given to you by your Maths teachers.(Y11)
4. Practice examination papers given to you by your teachers; all students are expected to
do a minimum of 1 past practice paper each week.

Year 11 Handbook
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AO’s
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GCSE Combined Science (Trilogy) (8464)
Exam Board:

Programme
of Study:

Exam
Assessment
Information:
Year 11 Handbook

AQA (8464)
Biology
Term 1: Transport in humans.
Communicable diseases.
Organisation of animals and plants.
Term 2: Homeostasis.
Non communicable diseases.
Term 3: Reproduction.
Variation and evolution.
Term 4: Human coordination.
Homeostasis in action.
Term 5: Genetics and evolution.
Biodiversity and ecosystems.
Ecology.
Chemistry
Term 1: Bonding and structure.
Chemical calculations.
Term 2: Chemical changes.
Energy changes.
Term 3: Electrolysis.
Chemical analysis.
Chemistry of the atmosphere.
Term 4: Organic reactions.
Polymers.
Extent of chemical change.
Term 5: Crude oil and fuels.
Earths’ resources.
Physics
Term 1: Electricity circuits
Energy resources
Term 2: Electricity
Radioactivity
Term 3: Space Physics
Molecules and matters.
Term 4: Forces and pressure.
Waves.
Term 5: Magnetism and electro magnetism.
Forces and motion.

2 papers per subject (Biology. Chemistry, Physics) so 6 papers in total. 70 marks per paper.

18
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Science is a practical subject and the only way to effectively revise and get better at it is to
practice doing it – just reading notes and looking at examples is not effective; therefore to
practise questions:

Top Tips:

1. Buy a CGP Revision Guide per subject. These are available in shops such as WH
Smith, or you can buy one from your teacher for £2.75 per subject.
2. Complete all practice examination papers and questions given to you by your
teacher.
3. All exam papers, mark schemes and examiner’s reports from November 2011 – June
2014 are available online from:
www.aqa.org

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE Biology (8461)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:

AQA (8461)
Term 1: Organisation animals and plants.
Cell biology Divison A, cell biology Division B
Communicable diseases.
Term 2: Homeostasis and response: Nervous system.
Non-communicable diseases.
Preventing and healing disease.
Term 3: HTS: Reproduction. Variation and evolution.
Term 4: Hormonal co ordination. Homeostasis in action.
Term 5: Genetics and evolution.
Biodiversity and ecosystems.
Paper 1 1h 15 minutes
Paper 2 1h 45 minutes

100 marks
100 marks

Science is a practical subject and the only way to effectively revise and get better at it is to
practice doing it – just reading notes and looking at examples is not effective; therefore to
practise questions:
1. Buy a CGP Biology Revision Guide These are available in shops such as WH Smith,
or you can buy one from your teacher for £2.75
2. Complete all practice examination papers and questions given to you by your
teacher.
3. All exam papers, mark schemes and examiner’s reports from November 2011 –
June 2014 are available online from: www.aqa.org

AO’s

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE Chemistry (8462)
Exam Board:

Programme
of Study:

Exam
Assessment
Information:
Top Tips:

Year 11 Handbook

AQA (8462)
Term 1: Bonding and structure and properties.
Chemical calculations.
Chemical change.
Term 2: Rates of reaction.
Acids and oxidation.
Energy change.
Term 3: Electrolysis.
Chemistry of the atmosphere.
Chemical analysis: gases and ions.
Term 4: Organic reactions.
Polymers.
Extent of chemical change.
Term 5: Crude oil and fuels.
Earths’ resources.
Using resources.
Paper 1: 1h 45 minutes
Paper 2: 1h 45 minutes

100 marks
100 marks

Science is a practical subject and the only way to effectively revise and get better at it is to
practice doing it – just reading notes and looking at examples is not effective; therefore to
practise questions:
1. Buy a CGP Chemistry Revision Guide. These are available in shops such as WH
Smith, or you can buy one from your teacher for £2.75
2. Complete all practice examination papers and questions given to you by your
teacher.
3. All exam papers, mark schemes and examiner’s reports from November 2011 – June
2014 are available online from: www.aqa.org
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GCSE Physics (8463)
Exam
Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:

AQA 8463
Term 1: Electricity circuits
Energy resources
Term 2: Electricity
Radioactivity
Term 3: Space Physics
Molecules and matters.
Term 4: Forces and pressure.
Waves.
Term 5: Magnetism and electro magnetism.
Forces and motion.
Paper 1
Paper 2

1h 45 minutes 100 marks
1h 45 minutes 100 marks

Science is a practical subject and the only way to effectively revise and get better at it is to
practice doing it – just reading notes and looking at examples is not effective; therefore to
practise questions:
1. Buy a CGP Physics Revision Guide. These are available in shops such as WH Smith, or
you can buy one from your teacher for £2.75.
2. Complete all practice examination papers and questions given to you by your teacher.
3. All exam papers, mark schemes and examiner’s reports from November 2011 – June
2014 are available online from: www.aqa.org

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE Art (J171)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:
Top Tips:

Year 11 Handbook

OCR
Autumn 1/2: Mock exam ; school set task
Spring 1/2: Exam Board Set Task
Summer 1/2: Exam Board Set Task
60% coursework
40% exam
Art is a practical subject which requires no revision, however there are ways in which you can
improve and get better at it.
1. Practice your drawing skills whenever and wherever possible.
2. Visit galleries and spaces which inspire you.
3. Experiment with as many Art materials as possible.
4. Make sure that your final piece is underpinned by all of your drawings, experiments
and research.
5. Written work must be analytical and reflect on your work as it progresses.
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GCSE Computing (8520)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:

AQA
HT1 - Practical Investigation - Non Exam Assessment
HT2 - Computer Networking
HT3 - How a computer works, data representation, memory and hardware
HT4 - Dry running algorithms and problem solving
HT5 - Revision
HT6 - Exam

Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:

Year 11 Handbook

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure you use coloured cards to write out theory revision
Use copy, cover, write technique
Use past papers to practice 4 and 6 mark questions
Buy a GCSE Computing Revision guide.
Use Code Academy and other websites to practise your coding.
Complete extra problem solving tasks and get used to using flowcharts and pseudo
code to solve problems.
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AO1: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the key concepts and principles of
computer science.
AO2: Apply knowledge and understanding of key concepts and principles of computer
science.
AO3: Analyse problems in computational terms:
• to make reasoned judgements; and
• to design, program, evaluate and refine solutions.

AO’s

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE Geography (8035)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information

Top Tips:

AQA
1.The challenge of resource management
2.The changing economic world
3.Ecosystems
4.Pre release paper
5.Revision
Unit 1: Physical (environmental 35%)
Unit 2: Human environment 35%
Unit 3: Geographical Application 30%
All pupils have the following resources for their revision:
• A green CGP revision guide
• A white CGP work booklet (with exam questions)
• A case study booklet
• A field work booklet
You can use the following websites to assist you in your revision.
1. GCSE Bitesize: http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/
2. Cool Geography www.coolgeography.com

In the Physical paper there are 8 examples and two case studies.
In the Human paper there are 5 examples and 3 case studies.
Students must memorise the case study material to support 6 and 9 mark questions.

AO’s

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE History (1HI0)
Exam
Board:

Edexcel

Programme
of Study:

Half
Half
Half
Half
Half

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

USA : conflict at home and abroad. Henry VII and his ministers
Henry VII and his ministers
Crime & Punishment. Henry VIII and his ministers
Revision
Revision

Exam
Assessment
Information:

3 exams, each 1 hour 15 minutes (each are worth 25% of your GCSE, along with controlled
assessment)
• 1 exam on Cold War & Henry VII, 1h45m
• 1 exam on Civil Rights, USA conflict at home and abroad 1h15m
• 1 exam on Crime & Punishment, 1h15m)
There are two top tips that will help you to success in GCSE History :
1. Learn your facts carefully
For each of the topics we have studies, you must know :
•
•
•
•

When it happened
Why?
What happened?
What were the consequences? (did this event lead to any other events?)

For this, rote-learning is crucial. The first place to start is obviously your exercise books. There
is also an excellent revision guide available which covers all of the topics: speak to your history
teacher to order a revision guide.

Top Tips:

In the student area/History/Yr 11 you will also find copies of revision booklets we have given
out in class.
Revision does not have to be boring! Create quizzes; test each other; have a competition:
whatever you do, learn your facts!
2. Practise exam questions
Knowing stuff is not enough on its own. You have to be able to apply that knowledge to the
exam questions, especially unseen sources. In the student area/History/Y11 you will find past
papers from exam boards. Again, ask your teacher for printed copies.
We will be only too happy to mark past papers for you. You should aim to answer a minimum
of 1 exam question a week: start with the shorter questions, before building up to the longer
answers!
The sooner you start this the better!

Year 11 Handbook
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GCSE ICT (2IT01)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:
Top Tips:

Edexcel (Legacy)
Half Term 1 – Personal Digital Devices and Connectivity
Half Term 2 – Operating Online
Half Term 3 – Online Good and Services, Online Communications and Issues
Half Term 4 – Revision
Half Term 5 – revision
40% exam
60% coursework

The ICT exam is easy to achieve well in if you revise thoroughly.
1. Make sure you use index cards to write out theory revision
2. Use copy, cover, write technique
3. Use past papers to practice 6 mark questions.
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GCSE Music (8271)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:

AQA
Half Term 1 - Free Composition and Ensemble Performance
Half Term 2 - Composition to a Brief and Solo Performances
Half Term 3 - Exam Prep and Coursework Finalisation
Half Term 4 - Exam Prep
Half Term 5 - Exam Prep

Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:
1.
2.

Top Tips:

3.

Music is a very practical subject and the only way to improve is to practice. You
should be spending at least 20 minutes per day practicing your main instrument.
Listening skills can be developed by hearing a wide range of music. You must
listen to music that you wouldn't normally chose to listen to. The wider the range
of music, the better musician you'll be.
The listening exam is split into four areas of study which you must be familiar with.
You should listen to the following music:
o

o
Year 11 Handbook

Area of Study 1 - Western Classical Tradition
 Haydn: Symphony 101 in D Major The Clock, movt.
 The Coronation Anthems and Oratorios of Handel
 The Orchestra Music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
 The piano music of Chopin and Schumann
 The Requiem of the late Romantic period
Area of Study 2 - Popular Music
30
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o

o

1.

 The music of Broadway from 1950-1990
 Rock music from the 1960s and 1970s
 Film and computer gaming music from 1990s to present
 Pop music from 1990s to present
Area of Study 3 - Traditional Music
 Blues Music from 1920-1950
 Fusion music incorporating African and/or Caribbean music
 Contemporary Latin music
 Contemporary Folk music of the British Isles
Area of Study 4 - Western Classical Tradition since 1920
 The orchestral music of Copland
 British music of Arnold, Britten, Maxwell-Davies and Tavener
 The orchestral music of Zoltan Kodály and Béla Bartók
 Minimalist music of John Adams, Steve Reich and Terry Riley

A useful website for free revision material can be found
at https://simonballemusicgcse.wordpress.com
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GCSE Product Design (4555)
Exam Board:
Programme
of Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:

AQA (Legacy)
Autumn 1/2:
Students will continue to develop their major project (controlled assessment). Work To Be
Studied
Spring 1/2:
Students will continue to develop their major project (controlled assessment) and further
revision preparation for their written paper examination
Summer 1/2:
Students will complete major project controlled assessment coursework and prepare for
written examination. This written examination is worth 40% of the total marks.
•
•

60% controlled assessment
40% (Two hour examination)
Section A -Pre-Release material (issued in March of final year)
Section B- Variety of topics (see list below)

There are three top tips that will help you to success in GCSE Product Design :
1. Optimise the controlled assessment grades
The controlled assessment is extremely important and is worth 60% of the GCSE overall
grade. You will be required to complete the following unit tasks to your maximum ability:
•
•
•
•

Investigating the design context
Development of design proposals (including modelling)
Making
Testing and Evaluation

2. Attend after school catch-up club in addition to completing homework
It is essential you access the support available during after school catch-up sessions and
complete all homework set to your highest ability (a minimum of two hours per week).

Top Tips:

3. Revise and practise exam questions
There is also an excellent revision guide available which covers all of the topics: CGP GCSE
Product Design AQA specification (£8) available from EBay or speak to your teacher. In the
student area/Product Design/Yr11 you will also find copies of revision booklets.
Product Design is a phenomenally important subject. Logical, creative and practical. It is a real
opportunity for you to apply what you learn in Maths, English and Science.
Revision does not have to be boring! Create quizzes; test each other; have a competition:
whatever you do, learn!
The following are the revision topics you must thoroughly revise and understand:
Material and components- (you should know about the properties and use of paper/card
timber, plastics and metals) and:
New and Smart materials, as well as:
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Manipulating and combining materials: (jointing techniques including use of premanufactured standard components, finishing processes). Also:
Design and market influences (such as ‘Technology Push’ and ‘Market Pull’)
Evolution of Product Design (major design movements)
Packaging (Know about the six main reasons, labelling, suitable materials)
Human factors (including Ergonomics, Anthropometrics)
Safety (PPE)(Personal Protective Equipment)
Quality (Appropriate testing and quality assurance stages)
Consumer issues (societal, cultural, moral and
environmental issues)
Processes and manufacture (one-off, batch and mass production, continuous, JIT)
Manufacturing systems (Industrial processes, jigs, templates, formers, disposal)
Use of ICT ( Application for CAD/CAM, CNC (Computer Numeric Control) JIT)
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GCSE Religious Education (1RB0)
Exam Board:
Programme of
Study:
Exam
Assessment
Information:

Top Tips:

Edexcel
Half Term 1: Equality (Islam)
Half Term 2: Philosophy of religion (Islam)
Half Term 3: Christian Beliefs
Half Term 4: Living the Christian life
Half Term 5: Revision

1 hour 45 mins for each paper:
• Paper 1 : Christian Ethics
• Paper 3: Islam, philosophy and social justice
RE assesses two skills, your knowledge and understanding and your ability to
evaluate. Therefore you must revise information about Christianity and Islam by
explaining what certain beliefs and practices are and why they are important. Then
you should be able to formulate different points of view about these beliefs and
practices as well as analyse their strengths and weaknesses.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Practice past exam questions.
Read through your notes and re-write them using coloured pens, condensing
them each time. Then test yourself by writing what you have learnt on a blank
piece of paper. Repeat this process. Revision must be active.
Time yourself
Revise in chunks – little and often
Talk to others about what you have learnt – if you can discuss it, you should
be able to write it down.
Use your knowledge organisers to quickly recap main information
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GCSE Spanish (1SP0)
Exam Board:
Programme of
Study:

Exam
Assessment
Information:

Edexcel
Half Term 1: Work and future plans
Half Term 2: Environment
Half Term 3: Speaking and writing practice
Half Term 4: Reading and listening practice
Half Term 5: Revision
exams worth 25% each
Paper 1 – Listening
Paper 2 – Speaking
Paper 3 – Reading
Paper 4 – Writing
themes:
Identity and culture
Local area, holiday and travel
School
Future aspirations, study and work
International and global dimension
Topics and sub-topics from these themes are broken down into 8 modules.

Top Tips:

Vocab express – all students now have logins. The fastest way to learn the huge
amount of vocabulary students need for GCSE – and of retaining it, recognising it
(listening and reading) and producing it (speaking and writing).
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Cambridge Nationals in Sports Science (J812)
Exam Board:

Programme
of Study:

Exam
Assessment
Information:
Top Tips:

Year 11 Handbook

OCR
Year 10
Half Term 1: Unit 1 – Benefits of a healthy active lifestyle, Unit 2 – A healthy active lifestyle and
your muscular system
Half Term 2: Unit 1 – Influences on your healthy active lifestyle, Unit 2 – A healthy active
lifestyle and your skeletal system
Half Term 3: Unit 1 – Exercise and fitness as part of your healthy active lifestyle, Unit 2 – A
healthy active lifestyle and your cardiovascular system
Half Term 4: Unit 1 – Physical activity as part of your healthy active lifestyle, Unit 2 – A healthy
active lifestyle and your respiratory system
Half Term 5: Unit 1 – Physical activity as part of your healthy active lifestyle cont., Unit 2 – Your
healthy mind and body
Half Term 6: Unit 1 – Your personal health and well-being, Unit 2 – Your healthy mind and
body

Year 11
A continuation of the modules above until all are completed. Then revision of each
topic as well as completing a personal exercise programme, analysis of performance
module and improving practical performance in their chosen sports.
40% examination
60% controlled assessment

•
•
•

Use the provided revision booklet for note taking
Use the past exam question booklet to practice answering exam questions
Attend all sports specific clubs to practice game skills and prevent reversibility
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